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ONE OF THE LARGEST TOUR OPERATOR IN NORTH AMERICA
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(1) 2014-2016 average adjusted EBITDA; Refer to Non-IFRS Financial Measures in the Appendix

$2.9B
Revenues

$70M
Adjusted 
EBITDA (1)

60+
Destinations

2.3M
Customers

±
5,000

Employees



Distributor

 Develops holiday travel packages for sun destinations and Europe

 Served 1.5M travelers from Canada and 0.6M from Europe in 2016

 Largest retail holiday travel distributor in Canada with 455 outlets

 Comprehensive online distribution platform

Airline

 Operates flights to 35 sun and 31 European destinations with departures from 19 Canadian 

airports

 Served 2.1M passengers in 2016

Hotels

 35% interest in Ocean Hotels (65% held by H10)

 4,600 rooms currently under management (1,600 owned & 3,000 managed-only) in Mexico,

Dominican Republic and Cuba

 5,600 rooms expected by 2019

Destination 
Management

Company
 Provides onsite services, such as excursions, sightseeing tours and logistical support services

VERTICALLY-INTEGRATED TRAVEL PROVIDER
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2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Wide-Body Base Fleet 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 23 23 25

- Seasonally withdrawn (1) - - (4) - (6) - (6) - (8) -

- Sublease (1) - (1) - (1) - (3) - (3) -

Total 20 21 16 21 14 21 12 23 12 25

(1) As a result to improved leasing terms in 2014, three A330s are withdrawn from the fleet in winter with no fixed costs. In addition, Transat has flexibility on the A310s 

it owns (less utilization overtime). Introduction of new A330 in Summer 2017 with no fixed costs during winter season

Transat Aircraft Fleet
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2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Narrow-Body Base Fleet - - - 4 4 4 4 7 7 7

+ CanJet 11 5 11 1 2 1 - - - -

+ Seasonal Lease - - 1 - 8 - 15 - 13 -

Total 11 5 12 5 14 5 19 7 20 7

% passengers 30% 39% 42% 50% 50%

A330/A310

B737



SHAREPOINT AT TRANSAT

Transat has been using SharePoint for the last 11 years to host its intranet and 
multiple team oriented sites.

In the last 3 years, we have been migrating our sites to SharePoint Online.

• We took the opportunity to review our document structure and improve the navigation 
experience.

We started with the Air Transat workgroups – Pilots, Flight Attendants and 
Mechanics.

• At the time we redesigned these sites, we did not have an identified need for Colligo!

• … but not for long …
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GETTING RID OF PAPER AT 35,000 FEET WITH NO INTERNET

In the last few years, pilots have become (almost) paperless with the 

introduction of the Electronic Flight Bag (EFB), bringing specialized

applications to manage their flights in accordance to regulations.

In the cabin, it was a different story. Prior to introducing Colligo to flight 

directors, all their operations were paper-based.
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GETTING RID OF PAPER AT 35,000 FEET WITH NO INTERNET

Transat chose to use a COTS (commerical off the shelf application) to help 
Flight Directors (FD) manage their workload. 

An FD needs to :

1. Prepare for flights with all the required, up-to-date, 
information and documentation – both for regulatory
and service operations. 

2. Deliver services and operate the flight with a crew
of flight attendants.

3. Report on flight activities.
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THE SOLUTION FOR OUR FLIGHT DIRECTORS (FD)

Prepare (Online – Offline)

• All the required documents for the FD to operate a flight are available on their Sharepoint

Online site. The information in SharePoint is managed by the Inflight Operation department.

• An iPad mini is provided to all FD and managed via Microsoft MDM.

• Colligo Engage is the application they use to automatically sync all the required documents on 

their iPads prior to their flight.

• They also use Colligo Engage to select their favorite documents specific to their upcoming flight 

for quick reference.
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THE SOLUTION FOR OUR FD

Deliver – Operate (Offline)

• Flight Directors refer to the documents 

in Colligo Engage during the different

phases of their service delivery.

• Another application is used to capture 

events linked to activities planned for 

the flight and prepare different reports.
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THE SOLUTION FOR OUR FD

Report (Offline - Online)

• Flight Directors complete various reports, refer to information in Colligo Engage or SharePoint 

and use our form application to complete the required reports.

• When the FD is back online (WiFi), our form application submits the reports to SharePoint via a 

central cloud server.
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COLLIGO ENGAGE MANAGEMENT CONSOLE

We use the Colligo Console to manage the information on FD’s iPad.
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COLLIGO ENGAGE MANAGEMENT – USAGE DASHBOARDS

Tracking a specific FD activity (last 30 days)
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COLLIGO ENGAGE MANAGEMENT – USAGE DASHBOARDS

Tracking activities of all FD (last 7 days)
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COLLIGO ENGAGE MANAGEMENT – USAGE DASHBOARDS

Tracking activity by device
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KEY FINDINGS AMONG FLIGHTS DIRECTORS

“Flight directors love that the information is well organized and everything is in 

one place with Colligo Engage on their tablets. In a recent user survey, they 

commented on just how very easy it is to navigate and find information.” 
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WHAT FLIGHT DIRECTORS SAY …

“I love that all the information I used to carry in folders, books 

and binders is now in one place and easy to find.” 

“It’s great that I don’t require a Wi-Fi signal to use Colligo.” 

“It’s convenient having all the forms at my disposal.” 

“I use it as a reference on all my flights, all the time.” 

“I like best that all the memos are updated, so I know I’m 

using the most current information.” 

“A great reference tool! Most of the time all my questions are 

answered through the information on this app.”
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RESULTS & BENEFITS

Fast access to information across all flight operations departments saves time.

With 16,000+ flights per year and 350+ Flight Directors, we’ve seen major time savings.

Eliminating paper has also helped us streamlined regulatory compliance.

Crew satisfaction was significantly increased as measured by a survey.

Flight Directors are best prepared to deliver award-winning inflight experiences.
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“We’ve significantly redefined the way the FD work with information!”



CONCLUSION

We upgraded from paper and manual-based operations

to a fully digital operations.

We leveraged the organisation and structure defined in 

SharePoint.

The crew and inflight operations now have access to 

timely up-to-date information.

By adopting a flexible mobile architeture for SharePoint, 

Colligo Engage gave us abilities that a custom 

developed application would not be able to deliver. 

Everyone loves the solution!
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AWARD-WINNING EXPERIENCES! 
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Digital Transformation at Air Transat



5 Ways Colligo Engage and  
SharePoint are Better Together

1. Push content to user devices 

2. Track usage, adoption and compliance 

3. Deploy Mobile Content Management policies

4. Enrich the offline user experience 

5. Enrich discovery and collaboration for users



Push Content to Flight Director Devices 

Extend SharePoint to mobile devices

Centrally push right content to right users

Empower instant productivity anywhere

Access same relevant content across devices

Instant access to next flight information!
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Track Usage, Adoption and Compliance 
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Deploy Mobile Content Management Policies

3
Push app-specific policies centrally

Enable/disable sync on 3G

Limit size of storage on mobile devices

Prompt for metadata

MCM at Air Transat!



Enrich the Offline User Experience 

4
Access to flight documents, files, libraries offline

Push right content for offline use

Track offline usage analytics

Use metadata to search content offline

Offline access in “airplane” mode!



Enrich Discovery and Collaboration for Users

5
Access, update, add, share content

Find mobile content using SharePoint views

Search content using metadata tags

Enable push notifications for favorite content

Fast answers boost customer satisfaction!



91% Satisfaction Rates!

“Air Transat 

wanted to give 

flight directors the 

best tools possible.”

“We

received very 

positive feedback 

from users who 

report great 

efficiency gains.”

“We are very, very 

impressed.”



7 Ways Colligo Engage, SharePoint 
and Office 365 Are Better Together

6. Capture metadata when content is saved

7. Capture email as records in SharePoint

1. Push content to user devices 

2. Track usage, adoption and compliance 

3. Deploy Mobile Content Management policies

4. Enrich the offline user experience 

5. Enrich discovery and collaboration for users



Book a Consultation

www.colligo.com

Content

Distribution
Mobile

Collaboration

Email

Management


